IT Starts with a cable and ends with
a solution……

IPNS believe that as a service company, the
company is only as good as the people that work in

IN FR AS TR UC T URE

that company. To that end, we only employ capable
and experienced personnel with a ‘can do’ attitude.

Structured Cabling
Fibre Optics

IPNS personnel have been advising on, designing

WIFI

and installing IP network infrastructures over many

Wireless PTP

years and because of that, we are able to provide
customers with systems that are not only suited to

Telephone

the business apllications they use but also for the

Network Hardware

environment in which they are being used.

C C TV

IPNS work on the three B’s principle:

Building – Bandwidth -Budget

IP
Analogue
VMS

We accept no less than our customers would accept. A high standard of work, a courteous and reliable service
and an affordable price.

Analytics
Customers and Services

Solutions

IPNS work in many different industry sectors,

IPNS supply and install a range of systems from various

including the arts, education, construction and

manufacturers, which helps us to provide greater choice

manufacturing providing support on a variety of

and flexibility when it comes to finding the right solution

Networked

different services to a number of organistaions.

to meet a client’s needs.

Standalone

These are just a few of our clients:

ANPR
AC C ES S CO N TRO L

For access control, we work with manufacturers such as

Audio Visual
Biometrics

Royal Shakespeare Company, Birmingham City

Paxton, BPT, PAC, Videx and others to provide

Council, BCU, Pilkington Automotive, NSG, SMH

networked and standalone systems for building access.

Fleet Solutions, Mettis Aerospace

Forr CCTV, we work with Samsung, Hik, Axis, Mobotix
and Vista and for our infrastructure solutions we have
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And these are a few of the services that we provide

Excel, Connectix and Ubiquiti, which allow us to provide

to those customers:

a flexible and robust infrastructure design even in the
most challenging of environments.

IP CCTV, access control, intercom systems, AV
solutions, copper and fibre network cabling, WIFI

IPNS will provide you with the information that you need

and PTP systems, network configuration.

to help you to make the right choice for your business.
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